VOLUNTARY
and naturally utterly bewildered at all this Fey and Minstrelsy and'
vanishing brides and long dark hair wind-swept. The final curtain,
as again you may have guessed, Iqft Rollo standing alone upon the
stage staring disconsolately at a pair of stockings and a pair of
shoes lightly tossed away in a circle of moonlight, while a chorus
of invisible elves taunted him mockingly on his failure to keep the
girl at home (How're you goin* to keep her down on the farm
after she's seen Paree ?) . . . and from over the hills, getting fainter
and fainter, we hear the Minstrel's music drawing the Maid o* the
Moors to die Back o' Beyond.
Modern idiom has still produced no better word than the old-
fashioned "Stag^track" to describe why I looked on my subsequent
novelist career as no better than marking time.   If I could not be
an actress — and the Academy of Dramatic Art in Gower Street
had assured me of this without, as they say, mincing matters — then
I would at least be a dramatist.   I believe this desire can quite
simply be analysed as my Gemini rebellion against doing anything
alone ([ have never understood how Ruth Draper can possibly
enjoy rehearsals).   But I was thirty-nine before I had a play put
on properly, by which I mean in a London West-End theatre with
a West-End cast, and even then it was not primarily written as a
play but as a dramatization of my novel "The Matriarch**.  I have
already described in an earlier volume the thrilling experience of
having Mrs. Patrick Campbell as one's first leading lady.
I very nearly had the joy and honour of another Matriarch, as
great in her own language as Mrs. Pat in English : Madame Yvette
Guilbert.   She saw the play and hankered to appear as Anastasia
Rakonitz in Paris ; but finally had to give up the idea, regretfully
admitting that her memory, since a recent illness, would not
allow her to play such a long part . . , (Mrs. Patrick Campbell never
let that worry her !), It was, however, while the idea was still under
discussion and I was staying in Paris with my "management",
Frank and Virginia Vemon (the latter an adopted daughter of
Madame Guilbert) that that wonderful actress staged a little scene
of family reunion which gave her infinite pleasure.  I had happened.
to mention that the well-known French writer Henri Duvernois
was a dose relation of mine, a member of the Rakonitz family and
a first cousin of the original Matriarch, though he and I had never
met and he proljably was not aware of my existence.   Yvette
Gtii&ert was dented, for he was a great friend of hers.  To such
an actress a nonml iaptti^uction :  "M. Duvernois, Mile Stern"
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